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(54) FLEXIBLE AND RECOVERING FABRIC AND YARN FOR OBTAINING THEREOF

(57) The invention relates to yarns and fabrics used
in the field of textile. More specifically, the invention re-
lates to circular knitted fabric wherein the characteristics
of flexibility and recovery wanted (the ability to return to
its previous position after applying force to the fabric),

and to yarns comprising core composed of filament yarn
or yarns made of regenerated or synthetic materials with
elastane yarn or yarns which are used for obtaining the
said circular knitted fabric.
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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The invention relates to yarns and fabrics used in the field of textile. More specifically, the invention relates to
circular knitted fabric wherein the characteristics of flexibility and recovery wanted (the ability to return to its previous
position after applying force to the fabric), and to yarns comprising core composed of filament yarn or yarns made of
regenerated or synthetic materials with elastane yarn or yarns which are used for obtaining the said circular knitted fabric.

Background of the Invention

[0002] Yarns made of polyurethane-elastomer having the ability to extend to a degree when pulled by any force and
to recover to its previous state when the force causing to extend disappears are called elastane. Elastane yarn is not
used alone. It is used as the auxiliary yarn with the main yarn in the fabric.
[0003] In our day, elastane yarn has started to be used in circular knitting machines intensely. Especially it is common
to use elastane yarn in fine circular knitting machines. These are single jersey, rib, interlock, ringel, electronic jacquard,
mini jacquard circular knitting machines. Elastane yarn can be used both alone with ground yarn simply and as coated
yarn in circular knitting machines.
[0004] In the present art, the ability to recover after applying force to the fabric is not found at the desired level by
users. In stretch clothes, some stretching occurs in the fabric as a result of daily movements. The loosening on the fabric
surface at the part were stretching occurs cannot recover itself. This is an undesired characteristic in terms of appearance
and usage performance.
[0005] Today, it is desired for stretch fabrics to grip the body and have the characteristic of flexibility and recovery.
When these characteristics cannot be provided, some problems are confronted. The fabric cannot recover itself and
permanent deformations occur on the fabric surface in short time uses even if it grips the body at the firs usage.
[0006] Improvements in the state of the art are given below.
[0007] EP2762620B1 relates to "Stretch knitted fabrics and clothes". The invention comprises a stretch knitted fabric
which shows a sudden temperature increase when stretched and has 1.0° or more temperature increase caused by the
heat generation in 100% warp direction and/or stretching direction, and composed of an elastic yarn and inelastic yarn.
[0008] TR 2015 16867 relates to "Method for producing elastic shirt fabric comprising spandex and hard yarn". This
invention comprises core composite elastic yarn and the method for producing stretch-woven shirt fabrics from this fabric.
[0009] EP1893792B1 relates to "Circular knitting of elastic fabrics including elastomeric yarn". The invention discloses
circular knitted elastic fabrics made from at least one of single jersey, French towel fabric and polar fleece including a
single elastomeric material covered with spun and/or uninterrupted filament hard yarn.
[0010] Consequently, there is a need to make an improvement in the related technical field due to the abovementioned
disadvantages and the inefficiency of existing solutions in this issue.

Brief Description of the Invention

[0011] The present invention relates to a flexible and recovering fabric and a yarn used to produce this fabric which
fulfils the abovementioned requirements, removes all the disadvantages and brings along some additional advantages.
[0012] Primary objective of the invention is to provide the ability to recovery after applying force to the fabric, at the
level desired by users in elastane fabrics.
[0013] The invention aims to prevent appearance defects caused by loosening in stretch fabrics.
[0014] An objective of the invention is to increase the usage performance of circular knitted fabrics containing elastane
by use of plurality of core yarns.
[0015] The invention also aims to enable to use core-containing yarns comprising filament yarn or yarns made of
regenerated or synthetic materials, with elastane yarn or yarns in circular knitted fabrics.
[0016] Another objective of the invention is to increase the lifetime of circular knitted fabrics including elastane.
[0017] Another objective of the invention is to obtain ready wear product made of circular knitted fabric, which grips
the body and does not get deformed after the grip.
[0018] For fulfilling the objectives, the invention is a yarn made of natural fiber, regenerated fiber, synthetic fiber or a
combination thereof, comprising at least one filament yarn made of regenerated or synthetic materials and at least one
elastane yarn in its core. The said yarn is obtained by feeding at least one filament yarn made of regenerated or synthetic
materials with at least one elastane yarn together to the core part during the spinning process after the fibers made of
natural fiber, regenerated fiber, synthetic fiber or a combination thereof is corded.
[0019] In order to fulfill the objectives mentioned above, the invention comprises a fabric obtained from a yarn including
a core comprising at least one filament yarn made of regenerated or synthetic materials and at least one elastane yarn.
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[0020] In order to fulfill the objectives of the invention, the said fabric is a circular knitted fabric.
[0021] Structural and characteristic properties and all the advantages of the invention will be understood more clearly
by means of the detailed description below. Thus, it is necessary to make an assessment considering this detailed
description.

Detailed Description of the Invention

[0022] In this detailed description, the inventive flexible and recovering fabric and the yarn used to produce this fabric
are disclosed for better understanding of the subject with no limiting effects.
[0023] The invention comprises a core yarn including filament yarn or yarns made of regenerated or synthetic materials
and elastane yarn or yarns in its core and a circular knitted fabric produced by use of this yarn.
[0024] There are filament yarns that are obtained by chemical methods or from natural materials. For example, while
some filament yarn materials are produced from petrol derivative chemicals, some filament yarn materials are of cellulosic
origin. In filament yarns, it is common to use nylon and polyester in particular. However, yarns such as pbt, viscose,
floss may be preferred. The filament yarn type to be chosen depends on factors such as the cost of the final product,
desired recovery value based on the usage field and user preferences.
[0025] Method for producing core yarn which is the subject of the invention, generally includes the steps of;

• preparing the fiber which comprises natural fiber, regenerated fiber, synthetic fiber or a combination thereof for
spinning process and making it a cord,

• applying spinning to the obtained cord,
• feeding together at least one filament yarn made of regenerated or synthetic materials and at least one elastane

yarn to the core part of the cord subjected to lifting during the spinning process,
• applying twisting and spooling.

[0026] The core yarn which is the subject of the invention is obtained by feeding of the filament yarn or yarns made
of regenerated or synthetic materials and elastane yarn or yarns constituting the core part to the yarn core during the
spinning process, after making a cord of a fibers made of natural fiber (like cotton), regenerated fiber, synthetic fiber or
a combination thereof. Filament yarn or yarns made of regenerated or synthetic materials and elastane yarn or yarns
are fed to the yarn core at the same time together. In existing systems, elastic core yarn is obtained by feeding only
elastane to the yarn core. However, these yarns do not have sufficient elasticity and recovery properties.
[0027] The fabric which is the subject of the invention is a type of fabric obtained by making knitted fabrics in circular
knitting machines from the yarns obtained by feeding at least one filament yarn made of regenerated or synthetic materials
and a least one elastane yarn to the yarn core during the spinning process of fibers made of natural fiber (like cotton),
regenerated fiber, synthetic fiber or a combination thereof. Being knitted in knitting constructions designed appropriately
for ready wear usage (all circular knitting types like rib, interlock, single jersey) and in desired circular knitting settings
(desired diameter, fine, needle frequency and plate settings), circular knitted fabrics which grip the body while wearing
and do not get deformed after gripping are produced.
[0028] In order to knit the fabrics to be used in ready wear fields where elasticity and recovery properties are desired;
primarily the core yarn is produced. Core yarn production is performed with the necessary elasticity and recovery prop-
erties in accordance with the field of use.
[0029] The basis weight, elasticity and recovery properties that the inventive fabric has to have primarily are determined.
The season in which the fabric is used, field of use and the ready-wear type to be designed are the factors determining
the basis weight of the fabric. Then, the final yarn number (Ne value) is determined to be used in obtaining the fabric
according to the desired fabric basis weight. For example, while the basis weight of a fabric with 40/1 NE of final yarn
is measured as 200 gr/m2, the basis weight of a fabric with 20/1 NE of final yarn is measured as 300 gr/m2. Then,
depending on the recovery value chosen according to the field of use, filament yarn type (polyester, nylon, floss, viscose
etc.), the thickness of the filament yarn to be used and the number to be used in the core (depending on the desired
recovery value, 1, 2 or more filament yarns are used) are determined. Similarly, depending on the flexibility (elasticity)
value chosen according to the field of use, the type of the elastane, its thickness and the number to be used in the core
(depending on the desired recovery value, 1,2 or more elastane yarns are used) are determined. After determining the
basis weight of the fabric, elasticity and recovery properties, the number of the yarn to be used in the fabric production,
types, thicknesses and usage numbers of filament yarn and elastane yarn to be used in said yarn core are determined,
core yarn to be used in fabric production is produced. The yarns produced are made fabric in the fabric width, fabric
basis weight and machine plate settings in accordance with the desired basis weight and construction desired in the
circular knitting construction (interlock, rib, single jersey) properly for use in ready-wear and dyeing operations are carried
out.
[0030] The inventive core yarn is used in circular knitted fabrics in which the properties of elasticity and recovery after
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applying force to the fabric wanted. The inventive fabric which grips the body by its elasticity and returns its form before
wearing by recovering from where it stretches may be used in every part of bottom clothing, top clothing, innerwear and
outwear; in male, female, children’s wear and in some home textile products.
[0031] The inventive core yarn is fed to the circular knitting machine, knitting process is performed and circular knitted
fabrics are obtained.
[0032] The inventive core yarn is obtained by applying blending, fluffing, combing, traction, cording and spinning
processes respectively to the fibers comprising natural fiber, regenerated fiber, synthetic fiber or a combination thereof;
and feeding the filament yarn or yarns made of regenerated or synthetic materials and elastane yarn or yarns into the
yarn core during spinning process. The said fibers are prepared for spinning process by applying processes such as
blending, fluffing, combing, traction, cording respectively before spinning to the fibers made of natural fiber, regenerated
fiber, synthetic fiber and a combination thereof.
[0033] The yarns produced by ring spinning core yarn method are made fabric by circular knitting method. In core
yarn production, elastane and filament yarn is fed into the cotton fibers which are lifted during spinning and thus they
are twisted together.
[0034] Depending on the basis weight and stretch desired from the inventive core yarn, circular knitted fabric in different
diameter (pus) and needle frequency (fine) is produced. After the fabric is knitted in the circular knitting machine, the
knitted fabric is made ready to use by applying preboarding, stenter, open width sanforize.
[0035] The table below gives the test results showing the elasticity and recovery properties of the fabric obtained by
using a yarn including only elastane in its core and the fabric obtained by using core yarn comprising one filament yarn
and one elastane yarn in its core.

[0036] The amount of force to be applied in order for the fabric to burst when force is applied (Bursting Strength (kPa)):
289 kPa

Recovery weft: 85%
Recovery warp: 86%

Table 1. Recovery test results for the fabric obtained by using a yarn including only elastane in its core.

Fabric direction Fmax N S % C % D % A % B % R % Modulus 60% cN Width mm

Weft 29,8 114,4 20,0 80,0 21,9 63,4 69,9 392,1 100

Warp 29,8 88,9 20,0 80,0 22,3 50,2 89,9 542,1 100
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[0037] The amount of force to be applied in order for the fabric to burst when force is applied (Bursting Strength (kPa)):
355 kPa

Recovery weft: 94%
Recovery warp: 97%

[0038] The amount of force to be applied in order for the fabric to burst when force is applied (Bursting Strength (kPa)):
367 kPa

Recovery weft: 98%
Recovery warp: 98%

Table 2. Recovery test results for the fabric obtained by using a core yarn including one filament yarn and one elastane 
yarn in its core.

Fabric 
direction

Fmax N S % C % D % A % B % R % Modulus 
60% cN

Width 
mm

Weft 29,8 108,1 20,0 80,0 22,4 57,4 74,0 624,6 100

Warp 29,8 79,0 20,0 80,0 22,0 40,5 101,2 1292,2 100

Table 3. Recovery test results for the fabric obtained by using a core yarn including one filament yarn and one elastane 
yarn in its core.

Fabric 
direction

Fmax N S % C % D % A % B % R % Modulus 
60% cN

Width 
mm

Weft 29,9 84,5 20,0 80,0 16,4 32,8 94,7 1177,2 100

Warp 29,9 76,2 20,0 80,0 16,5 30,9 105,0 1501,2 100
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The test, the results of which are given above is done by placing a fabric between 2 jaws in ZWICK ROELL machine
and one of the jaws straining the fabric upwards. The terms on the table are defined below.

Fmax (N): Force at the last change (measured value)
S (Strain): Measured value. Strain on the fabric
C (Remaining Strain): Strain remaining on the fabric
D (Restored Strain): Strain of fabric during recovery
A : Decrease in force due to time period - recovery of the force applied on the fabric, Time retain of the load point
applied in the last tour
B: Decrease in the effect resulting from force effect

• Strain pre-selection
• First change
• Last change

R (Elastic Recovery): (the value related to the recovery habit of the fabric after the force application is retracted)
Modulus : Force in the pre-selection, the connection between the applied force and strain (S)
Width: Width of the sample

[0039] As it can be seen from the test results presented above, in accordance with the force applied, the stretch amount
has shown an increase depending on the force applied. As the fabric strength increased by means of the invention,
bursting strength increased too. The higher the modulus value in fabrics increases, the better the recovery property
becomes. Fabrics with low modulus value are those which are loosened by a low force and cannot recover after the
force is removed. In the inventive fabric, it is seen that the modulus value increases compared to the fabrics in the prior art.

Claims

1. A yarn including natural fiber, regenerated fiber, synthetic fiber or a combination thereof; characterized in that the
yarn comprises

• at least one filament yarn comprising regenerated or synthetic materials,and
• at least one elastane yarn
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in its core.

2. Method for producing the yarn according to Claim 1, characterized in that it includes the process steps of

• preparing the fiber which comprises natural fiber, regenerated fiber, synthetic fiber or a combination thereof
for spinning process and making it a cord,
• applying spinning to the obtained cord,
• feeding together at least one filament yarn comprising regenerated or synthetic materials and at least one
elastane yarn to the core part of the cord subjected to lifting during the spinning process,
• applying twisting and spooling.

3. Method according to Claim 2, characterized in that blending, fluffing, combing, traction processes are applied
respectively to the fibers comprising natural fiber, regenerated fiber, synthetic fiber and a combination thereof, before
the process of cording.

4. Fabric including yarn according to Claim 1.

5. Fabric according to Claim 1, characterized in that the said fabric is circular knitted fabric.
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